
Pottery supply to the Roman north-west 

Peter Webster 

This article considers the supply of pottery to an area 
lying between the Lune and the Mersey and is based 
on a talk given to the Lancaster meeting of the Study 
Group for Roman Pottery. It will inevitably show a 
bias towards those sites with which the author has been 
personally involved, particularly Lancaster, Ribchester, 
Manchester and Wilderspool, but the aim will be to 
produce a general picture of the material recovered 
from the area. 

The generally accepted scenario for the Roman 
conquest of the area is that outlined by Barri Jones 
(1970). The primary line of Roman penetration is 
likely to have been an inland one running over the 
foothills of the Pennines from Manchester via 
Ribchester to the Lune Valley (cf Fig. 1). This links 
with a series of cross-Pennine routes (Chester to York 
via Manchester; Ribchester-York via the Ribble 
Valley). Later, the line which lies much closer to the 
present major rail and motorway routes was 
established, cutting the Chester-York line at 
Wilderspool, the Ribble at Walton and the Lune at 
Lancaster. Thus, by about AD 90 the main framework 
of Roman sites was established in the area. 

The area thus has the potential for producing groups 
which would enable us to distinguish pottery of the 
Flavian period from that of the Flavian-Trajanic. 
However, it seems fair to say that, to date, such 
distinctions have been achieved only by using the 
samian evidence and that the coarse pottery looks 
remarkably uniform throughout the period from AD 80 
to AD 120. We can only hope that the fortunate 
coincidence of large-scale excavation on early levels at 
Ribchester founded c AD 80 and the nearby Walton 
(presumably founded c AD 90) may help us here. 

Late 1st and early 2nd century forms present in this 
area are familiar ones. There is little which is regional 
about their general design - flanged and carinated 
bowls, rusticated jars, everted rims are all broadly 
similar to those found elsewhere, although (again as 
usual) specific details of rim or form suggest that most 
will be locally made. 

Only at Lancaster can we see clearly the pattern of 
local production. The fort sites at Lancaster produce a 
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distinctive oxidised pottery which is derived from kilns 
at Quemmore, 3 miles to the east. Here, excavations by 
Geoff Leather (Leather 1972; Jones and Shotter 1988, 
85-93) have produced several kilns (although none seem 
to be specifically for pottery) and sufficient kiln waste 
to show that pottery was made on the site. These 
include a mortarium maker stamping TRITV, but the 
main products are flanged and carinated bowls, everted 
rim jars and simple dishes. Mention may also be made 
of the sort of "one-off' item typical of potteries - in 
this case something which looks as if it may be a 'tin' 
for small cakes (Jones and Shotter 1988, No. 334). A 
range of Quernmore products are shown in Fig. 2 (see 
also Appendix 1). 

Quernmore will not have stood alone; both Ribchester 
and Manchester produce solitary wasters, which suggest 
the production of pottery is the vicus. It is, however, the 
only site in our area producing stamped tiles (of the Ala 
Sebusiana; cf Jones and Shotter 1988,186--8) suggesting 
an official involvement at the site. 

Other sources for the earlier period are unexceptional 
in northern terms - rough-cast beakers and mortaria 
from North Gaul, sarnian from South Gaul and Les 
Martres-de-Veyre, mortaria from the Verulamium 
region. It may also be worth noting that Lyons beakers 
which appear in very small numbers on Flavian sites in 
Wales, are totally absent from most northern sites, 
although fragments have been noted at Carlisle (in lilt 
Louise Hird). Presumably the few in circulation in the 
early Flavian period had been discarded by the time of 
the consolidation of the Pennines. 

From the late 1st century the kilns at Wilderspool 
were in production, marketing mortaria, imitations of 
Argonne rough-cast beakers and a range of other 
products (cf Hartley and Webster 1973, Hartley 1981). 
Wilderspool is the only known major civilian pottery in 
our area. The distribution of stamped Wilderspool 
mortaria was plotted in 1973 by Kay Hartley (Hartley 
and Webster 1973, 94). A similar, if less intense pattern 
is seen in the distribution of other red-slipped 
Wilderspool products (cf Hartley 1981) and it seems 
reasonably certain that Wilderspool products reached 
most of our major sites. Wilderspool products which are 
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unslipped or unstamped are, of course, less distinctive 
and similar to products of other known Cheshire kilns 
(eg Northwich, Jones 1971). Such wares, in a fabric 
distinguished by its sandy filler, I have called 'Cheshire 
Plain Fabric' as it is commonest on the Lancashire
Cheshire Plain and appears to be a product of kilns 
(both known and yet to be discovered) in that area. 
Cheshire Plain Fabric is found throughout the region 
and in North Wales as far south as the Upper Severn 
Valley (cf Caersws, Britnell 1989, 89). 

When the Wilderspool kilns were studied in the early 
1970s, they were dated c AD 90-160. Since then, 
further excavation by the Central Unit has taken place 
(and is shortly to be published). As a result of this new 
work, it is clear that occupation and production in the 
Wilderspool area lasted longer than was originally 
thought and a production period c AD 90--180 seems 
now to be more appropriate. 

As elsewhere in northern Britain, the period between 
AD 100 and ADl40 saw major change in pottery supply. 
The most dramatic may well have been that which we 
rather take for granted - the change in the major source 
of samian supply, first to Les Martres-de-Veyre and 
then to Lezoux. As Marsh has shown (1981, particularly 
Figs. 11.8 and 11.16) this changeover brought with it a 
temporary reduction in supplies to many sites (including 
Chester, York and Watercrook) and it would be 
surprising if this pattern were not repeated on most of 
our military sites (cf Edwards and Webster 1988, 77). 
However, in contrast to the situation in other parts of 
the country, it would not appear that any local source 
arose to fill this gap, although such items as the 
Quernmore samian imitation of form 27 (Fig. 2, 10) 
may have been a move along these lines. 

In coarse pottery, the major early 2nd century change 
is, of course, the appearance of black-burnished ware 
(BB1) in large quantities. The pattern on the northern 
frontier is well known - small quantities of BBl in the 
Trajanic Stanegate forts, an increasing amount in the 
Hadrianic wall forts. The pattern further south is not 
necessarily the same but seems to be very similar. There 
is no better indication of this than the assemblage from 
Northwich. Here there are two phases (dated on samian 
evidence). The earlier, Flavian-Trajanic phase is without 
BB1. The later, Hadrianic phase has the ware (cf Jones 
1971). The contrast here is made more marked by the 
apparent Trajanic gap in military occupation, although 
it should perhaps be more properly regarded as a gap in 
occupation on the sites excavated, for it seems hard to 
reconcile a total Trajanic abandonment with the 
excavated Trajanic pottery kiln (ibid 48-53). 

It is, however, worth reminding ourselves that BBl 
did not gain its dominant place among kitchen wares in 
the north overnight. It was, perhaps AD140, at the 
earliest, before it became the dominant cooking ware 
and even later in the century before it reached its point 

of maximum penetration of the northern market. Once 
it reached this position, however, it remained dominant 
until at least the mid to late 4th century. 

Parallel with the rise of BB 1 goes the decline of the 
small local kilns, particularly those adjacent to the forts. 
Quernmore seems likely to have ceased production by 
about AD130 and the known vicus kilns are also likely 
to have ceased by this time. The change presumably had 
some sort of official backing as official tileries closed 
at this time and a southern (and non-military) 
production area emerges as a major supplier. One 
suspects that the Emperor Hadrian or one of his officials 
was as keen a supporter of privatisation as the erstwhile 
Iron Lady of Downing Street 

From the mid 2nd century, colour coated white wares 
appear, presumably originally from K~ln. The 
occurrence of this ware in Antonine Scotland (eg 
Cadder, Clarke 1933, Fig. 16, 5) confirms appearance in 
the north in the early to mid Antonine period. This type 
of colour coated beaker supplanted the 'North Gaulish' 
(Argonne) rough-cast ware in the mid century but never 
seems to be present in more than very small numbers on 
our sites at any time in the 2nd century. 

By the late 2nd century Mancetter-Hartshill mortaria 
had begun their climb to dominance, supplanting 
Wilderspool and other centres as the major supplier to 
the area In the field of kitchen wares, some local 
production must have continued. On a more negative 
note, BB2 hardly ever appears and the occurrence of 
odd sherds on sites like Ribchester simply emphasise 
this. The watershed of the Pennines appears to be 
significant for the distribution of BB2 and, in view of 
its likely origins, waterborne transport is presumably 
implied. 

The major ceramic event of the later 2nd century 
must have been the cessation of Central Gaulish samian 
supplies. It is surprising that nowhere in Britain does 
there seem to have been any attempt at replacing this 
samian other than with a rather inadequate supply of 
East Gaulish pottery (at least until the rise of the 
Oxfordshire industry in the mid 3rd century). Why this 
should be is uncertain, but the answer does not seem to 
be, as some has suggested, in the elongation of the 
chronology of Central Gaulish samian itself (cf Stanfield 
and Simpson 1990). What we should perhaps look for, 
however, is attempts at the elongation of the life of 
individual samian pots, for instance, by riveting broken 
vessels. 

By the 3rd century, the Wilderspool kilns, and many 
other Cheshire Plain producers, had ceased production. 
The era of large-scale imports appears to have dawned 
with BB1, Mancetter-Hartshill mortaria and (in smaller 
quantities) colour coated wares. Up to the mid century 
small amounts of Moselle colour coats appear and 
perhaps Lezoux colour coats are also present. The 3rd 
century importation of the latter seems problematic but 
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they seem undoubtedly to be present in some 3rd 
century deposits. From the mid 3rd century, Oxford 
colour coats also appear but the major colour coated 
supplier to the area from the mid 3rd to the late 4th 
century is undoubtedly the Nene Valley, as a glance at 
the later assemblages from Lancaster (Jones and Shotter 
1988, Figs. 42-9) will show. 

Before moving into the latest period, we should 
mention some vessels from Lancaster which John 
Gillam suggested were late products of the Quernmore 
kilns (Richmond 1953, 16-17). Excavation at the kilns 
has so far produced no evidence for late activity and it 
now seems likely that 'Late Quernmore Ware' is, in 
fact,later Severn Valley Ware. Certainly, both the fabric 
and the forms (mostly jars) correspond closely with late 
Severn Valley Ware found elsewhere. Our Fig. 3 
illustrates the range of 'late Quernmore' from Lancaster, 
along with Severn Valley Ware from Ribchester and 
late Segontium. There now seems no reason to doubt 
that all three sites were receiving later (if selective) 
exports from the Severn valley. Later Severn Valley 
exports to Chester may also be noted (Carrington 1977). 

From the mid 4th century, our area, in common with 
the rest of northern Britain, underwent a dramatic 
change in ceramic supply. Calcite gritted wares of the 
so-called 'Huntcliff' type and Crambeck ware appear 
and are the diagnostic pottery of the period in the whole 
of the area North of the Mersey. Although Crambeck 
and Huntcliff wares can also be found in small 
quantities on late sites in North Wales, where they 
appear with the much more common late East Midlands 
Calcite gritted ware, the reverse situation does not seem 
to pertain. The latter fabric does not seem to have been 
noted on any site in our area. 

Gillam argued that BB 1 ceased to be imported into 
the military north in the late 4th century. Certainly a 
major change takes place at this time and it is so 
dramatic that one cannot help seeing some official 
influence, presumably as some high ranking late Roman 
official saw that the problems inherent in shipping large 
quantities of supplies northwards on increasingly hostile 
seas could be reduced by fostering local industry. A late 
group from Lancaster (Jones and Shotter 1988, Nos. 
196-233, pp 119-123) tends to support the total 
disappearance of BB 1 in the late fourth century in our 
area. However, the situation is less clear (to date) at 
Ribchester and, in view of the apparent presence of BB 1 
at Segontium right up to the latest Roman phase 
(Webster in Casey and Davies forthcoming) it may be 
better to keep an open mind as to whether BBl 
importation ceased or simply declined. 

It is fitting to end with a comment (albeit a slight 
disagreement) with the shades of one who dominated 
northern pottery studies for so long. When first 
contemplating this paper it seems inevitable that it 
would repeat a lot of what John Gillam had said in his 

1973 summary (Gillam 1973). Once written, it became 
clear that, although there was indeed a lot which is the 
same, there are differences and quite a number of 
changes of emphasis. It is to be hoped that by the time 
another 17 years have passed, publication of some of 
the sites, like Walton-le-Dale which formed the 
backbone of the Group's Lancaster Meeting, along with 
others which are as yet not even a twinkle in a 
developer's eye, will have caused the perceived pattern 
to have changed at least as much. 

Appendix 1 
In 1979 further excavation on the Quernmore I site was 
undertaken by Geoff Leather (cf Jones and Shotter 
1988, p. 86 for a plan showing the two Quernmore 
sites). This located two kiln positions and a small 
amount of pottery. The pottery, which has not 
previously been published, is illustrated here (Fig. 4) as 
a supplement to the type series shown in Fig. 2. All 
vessels are in Quernmore Ware B (cfibidp.134). Codes 
given after each entry are unique to each sherd. 

1 Bowl in light pink-buff fabric with a light red surface 
'wash' probably achieved in throwing, rather than the 
result of a separate slip. From Kiln 1. QI.79.Kl.l0. 

2 Flanged and carinated bowl in soft light orange-buff 
fabric. The drawing is a reconstruction from several 
non-joining groups of sherds. From Kiln 1. 
Q1.79.Kl. 20-21 and 51-54. 

3 Small fragment of mortarium flange, apparently 
misfired and now soft light grey. From Kiln 2. 
Ql.K2.13. 

4 Small sherd of mortarium in light red fabric with a 
grey core. From Kiln 2. Q 1.K2.1. 

5 Dish in soft light orange fabric. From Kiln 2. 
Ql.K2.18. 

6 Dish, apparently misfired so that the orange-red 
micaceous fabric is burnt grey in places. From Kiln 
2. QI.K2.19-22. 

Appendix n 
Vessels illustrated in Figs. 2-3 

The vessels in Figs. 2-3 are mostly ones which have 
previously been published but are derived from a 
number of different works. To assist cross-referencing 
they are detailed below. 

Fig. 2 Quernmore Products 
In this figure, vessels derived from excavations at 
Quemmore by G M Leather (discussed, with 
bibliography, in Jones and Shotter 1988, 85-93 and 
134-143) together with probable Quernmore products 
derived from excavations at Lancaster (ibid 103-133 
passim) are arranged in a typological sequence. Fabric 
types are as follows: 
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Fabric A Mid-grey hard or fairly hard fabric with a 
fine filler. 

Fabric B Smooth pink-buff fabric with a tendency to 
deteriorate in some soils. 

Fabric C An oxidised granular fabric. 
Fabric D A reduced version of fabric B. 
J&S = Jones and Shotter 1988. 

1. Fabric B. J&S, No. 339. From Lancaster. 
2. Fabric B. J&S, No. 338. From Lancaster. 
3. Fabric A. J&S, No. 305. From Lancaster. 
4. Fabric B. J&S, No. 261. From a 2nd century timber 

building. Lancaster. 
5. Fabric B. J&S, No. 340. From Lancaster. 
6. Fabric B. J&S, No. 50. From Lancaster, the stone 

fort, early/mid 2nd century. 
7. Fabric B. J&S, No. 341. From Lancaster. 
8. Fabric B. J&S, No. 326. From Quernmore, site 2, 

kiln 2. 
9. Fabric B. J&S, No. 323. From Quernmore, site 2, 

kiln 1. 
10. Fabric B. J&S, No. 337. From Lancaster. 
11. Fabric B. J&S, No. 346. From Lancaster. 
12. Fabric B. J&S, No. 342. From Lancaster. 
13. Fabric B. J&S, No. 318. From Quernmore, site 2, 

kiln 1. 
14. Fabric A. J&S, No. 301. From Quernmore, site 1. 
15. Fabric B. J&S, No. 344. From Lancaster. 
16. Fabric B. J&S, No. 345. From Lancaster. 
17. Probably Fabric D. J&S, No. 354. From Lancaster. 
18. Fabric B. J&S, No. 115. From Lancaster, residual 

in Period II.c/d. 
19. Fabric B or possibly D. J&S, No. 336. From 

Quemmore, site 2, kiln 2. 
20. Fabric B. J&S, No. 267. From Lancaster, 1958 

Richmond excavations. 
21. Fabric B. J&S, No. 325. From Quernmore, site 2, 

kiln 2. 
22. Granular oxidised fabric, possibly a Quernmore 

product. From Lancaster, residual in Period IIc. 
23. Fabric B? Mortarium stamped TRITV. J&S, No. 

327. From Quernmore, site 2, kiln 2. 
24. Fabric B. J&S, No. 348. From Lancaster. 
25. Fabric B. J&S, No. 266. From Lancaster 1958 

Richmond excavations. 
26. The mortarium stamp TRITV retrograde as used on 

No. 23 above and other Quemmore vessels. J&S, 
No. 329. 

27. Fabric B. J&S, No. 99. From Lancaster, residual in 
Period IIa. 

28. Fabric B. J&S, No. 350. From Lancaster. 
29. Fabric B. J&S, No. 38. From the Lancaster 

auxiliary fort, Period lb. ?early 2nd century. 
30. Fabric C. J&S, No. 83. From the Lancaster 

auxiliary fort. 
31. Fabric A. J&S, No. 311. From Quernmore, site 1. 
32. Fabric B. J&S, No. 313. From Quernmore, site 1. 

Fig. 3. Probable Severn Valley ware vessels from 
selected sites in North-West England and North Wales. 

Vessels illustrated are from three sites: 

a) Lancaster. Vessels represent the so-called 'late 
Quemmore' wares from Lancaster excavations by 
Richmond (Gillam in Richmond 1953) and Jones 
(Jones and Shotter 1988, abbreviated to J&S 
below). None of these vessels, nor any resembling 
them, have been found at Quernmore and a Severn 
Valley origin is suggested. 

b) Ribchester. The four vessels illustrated are from 
work in the civil settlement by Adrian Olivier, cf 
Edwards and Webster 1987 and 1988). All are 
thought to be in Severn Valley Ware. 

c) Segontium. Severn Valley Ware appears in a variety 
of contexts at Segontium. Here, vessels from the 
later fourth century Phase 10 of excavations by J 
Davies and P J Casey are illustrated as a suitable 
comparison to those from the north-western sites 
above. 

Nos 1-18. Lancaster. 
1. Richmond 1953, No. 16, from a 3rd century pit. 
2. Richmond 1953, No. 14, from a 3rd century pit. 
3. Richmond 1953, No. 15, from a 3rd century pit. 
4. J&S, No. 364, Lancaster Museum. 
5. J&S, No. 359. From Lancaster, 1973 excavations. 
6. J&S, No. 360, Lancaster Museum. 
7. J&S, No. 100. From Lancaster Period llb, possibly 

mid-late 3rd century. 
8. J&S, No. 361, Lancaster Museum. 
9. J&S, No. 363. From Lancaster, 1973 excavations. 
10. J&S, No. 362. From Lancaster. 1973 excavations. 
11. Richmond 1953, No. 13, from a 3rd century pit. 
12. J&S, No. 62. From Lancaster, 3rd-4th century re

use of the Period I fort ditch. 
13. J&S, No. 124. From Lancaster, Period lId (?early-

mid 4th century). 
14. Richmond 1953, No. 12, from a 3rd century pit. 
15. J&S, No. 365. From Lancaster, 1973 excavations. 
16. J&S, No. 366. From Lancaster, 1973 excavations. 
17. J&S, No. 367. From Lancaster, 1973 excavations. 
18. J&S, No. 131. From Lancaster. Period lId (?early-

mid 4th century). 

Nos 19-22. Ribchester. 
The following vessels were first published in 1978. All 
derive from a watching brief and limited excavation 
undertaken by Adrian Olivier in the Ribchester civil 
settlement. Most, if not all, are likely to be 2nd or 3rd 
century. 

19. Webster 1978, No. 2. 
20. Webster 1978, No. 3; Edwards and Webster 1988, 

No. 222. 
21. Webster 1978, No. 4. 
22. Webster 1978, No. 1; Edwards and Webster 1988, 

No. 238. 
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Nos 23-30. Segontium 
Severn Valley Ware appears in several phases at 
Segontium. Fuller discussion will be found in the report 
on excavations by P J Casey and J L Davies 
(forthcoming). Here, vessels are from the later 4th 
century phase 10. Numbers quoted refer to archive 
drawings and on archival catalogue to be deposited with 
the National Museum of Wales. Not all vessels 
illustrated here will appear in the [mal publication. 

23. Archive No. 1284. Context 109, with coins of 
AD364-7. 

24. Archive No. 882. Context 110. 
25. Archive No. 836. Context 1510 with coins of 

330-335. 
26. Archive No. 886. Context 110. 
27. Archive No. 885. Context 110. 
28. Archive No. 1046. Context 109 with coins of 

AD364-7. 
29. Archive No. 1047. Context 109 with coins of 

AD364-7. 
30. Archive No. 1285. Context 109 with coins of 

AD364-7. 
31. Archive No. 686. Context 91 with coins of 

AD337-341. 

P. Webster. Winter 1990/1991 
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